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Summary
There are a lot of models that simplify the portfolio selection problem; Elton, Gruber and
Padberg (3) (4) (5) (6) have developed an algorithm which can be used, without resorting to
mathematical programming, with little changes under a variety of index models and constant
correlation models.
The simplest model is Sharpe’s (12) single index model.
In this paper we investigate the relationship between the optimal portfolio obtained using
Elton, Gruber and Padberg’s algorithm under the single index model, hereafter SIM, and the
optimal portfolio under the single index model with the introduction of a market security,
hereafter SIM-MS. The authors (5) underline that the introduction of a market security may
be inconsistent with SIM assumptions However, further assumptions make SIM-MS
acceptable and it is interesting to note that there is an exact linear relationship between the
optimal percentages obtained in SIM case and those obtained in SIM-MS case.
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Il existe beaucoup de modèles qui simplifient le problème de sélection de portefeuille; Elton,
Gruber et Padberg [3] [4] [5] [6] ont mis au point un algorithme qui peut être utilisé sans
avoir recours à une programmation mathématique, avec peu de changements, avec toute une
gamme de modèles indexés et de modèles à corrélation constante.
Le modèle le plus simple est le modèle indexé unique de Sharpe [12].
Dans cet article, nous étudions la relation entre le portefeuille optimal obtenu en utilisant
l’algorithme Elton, Gruber et Padberg dans un modèle indexé simple, ci-après appelé SIM, et
le portefeuille optimal dans un modèle indexé simple avec introduction d’une garantie de
marché, ci-après appelé SIM-MS. Les auteurs [5] soulignent que l’introduction d’une
garantie de marché pourra ne pas être cohérente avec les suppositions SIM. Cependant,
d’autres suppositions rendent SIM-MS acceptable et il est intéressant de noter qu’il y a une
relation linéaire exacte entre les pourcentages optimaux obtenus dans le cas du SIM et ceux
obtenus dans le cas du SIM-MS.
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1. Introduction.
The single index model
There are a lot of models (index models or constant
correlationmodels) that simplify the portfolioselectionproblem.
On the one hand these models simplify the amount and type of
data needed to solve the portfolioproblem; on the other hand
under these models it is possible to solve the problem without
resorting to mathematical programming.
Elton, Gruber and Padberg [3] [4] [5] [6] have developed an
algorithm which can be used with little
changes under a varietyof
index models and constant correlationmodels.
The simplestmodel is Sharpe’s[12] singleindex model. This
model assumes the existence of a linearrelationshipbetween the
return on an individualrisky asset and the return on a market
index, as follows:
1
where α i and β i are parameters specific to asset i and
is a
random variable which includes the effect on
of all factors
different from the market; it is further assumed that:
1a
1b
1c
There are no theoreticalor equilibrium hypotheses behind
this model (Jensen [8]): it assumes only that there is a linear
relationshipbetween returns on securitiesand the market index
and this is confirmed by empirical tests. The assumptions that
concern the disturbances
make the model inconsistent(Fama
[7]) if we introducea market security.
In fact,if
is the return
on the market portfolio M that is the portfolio composed by all
risky assets in the market, each weighted by the ratioi c of its
totalmarket value to the totalmarket value of all assets,we have:

2

where N is the number of all risky assets in the market; this
means also that:
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2a

and

This impliesthat
It is easy to verifythat the conditions

and 1c,

for every i ≠ j, cannot hold simultaneously.In other
words there should be no inconsistencyonly if
or if there
arei and j,with i ≠ j, for which
However, it seems possibleto assume that there is a market
portfolio
with α M = 0, β M = 0 and

2

(thus α

εΜ

= 0, thatis zero

residual variance) and to assume that only a subset of the assets
in the market satisfyall the hypotheses of the single index model
(while the remaining assets can have correlated disturbances).
This means that the investor may reasonably use the model to
selecthis optimal portfolioif he considers a suitablesubset of
assetsin the market.
If it is assumed that it is possibleto invest in portfoliosas
well as in individual securities,the described situation seems
suitableeven in the case that the considered portfoliois a market
portfolio.
In practice this means that the investor has (or believes that
he has) better informations about a subset of securitiesand he
selectshis optimal portfoliousing this subset;at the same time he
buys or sells short a market portfolio(here we speak about a
market portfolionot about the market portfolio:the “true” market
portfoliowill exist only if all investorsbehave in the same way,
have the same information and provide the same values of
parameters; in this case the model is inconsistent).
In another way, if it is possible to invest in portfolios,
it
seems reasonable that the investor selects his optimal portfolio
from a subset I of assetsin the market and a portfolio
P (with α P =
0, β P = 0 and
composed by a subset of securities
different
from subset I. The assetsbelonging to I satisfythe assumptions 1,
1a, 1b e 1c with respectto portfolioP. In practicethis means that
it is possible to invest in a subset I of individualassets and, for
example, in a mutual fund. Even in this case there will be an
inconsistencyif we introduce equilibrium hypotheses (it will be
sufficient
to assume that all investors,funds’ managers too, have
the same expectations about returns and that they all selects
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optimalportfolio
following Elton, Gruber and Padberg’s algorithm).
However the model is not an equilibriummodel and it seems
reasonable to assume that investors have not the same
expectations
and so they have different
valuationof parameters.
In this paper we investigate
the relationship
between the
optimalportfolio
obtained using the Elton, Gruber and Padberg’s
algorithmunder the singleindex model, hereafterSIM, and the
optimal portfolio under the single index model with the
introduction of a market security, hereafter SIM-MS (market
securitymeans a market portfolio
M or a portfolio
P with the
described features).
In the followingparagraphwe describethe algorithmin SIM
case allowing short sales. In paragraph 3 we describe the
algorithmusing SIM-MS and allowingshortsales.In paragraph4
we study the relationship
between the optimalportfolios
obtained
in SIM case and in SIM-MS case. In paragraph 5 we examine the
resultsobtained in the two cases disallowingshort sales.In
paragraph 6 there are some numerical and graphic examples that
show how the algorithm works. Conclusions are in the last
paragraph.

2. The algorithmusing singleindex model (SIM). The case with
short sales allowed
If thereis a riskless
assetand if shortsalesare allowed,the
problem is:

3

max

sub
where E P and s P = expectedreturnand standarddeviation
of
return on the optimal portfolio;
E 0 = returnon a riskless
asset;
X i = optimal percentage invested in the risky asset i;
E i = expected return on the risky asset i;

Using SIM, problem 3 becomes:
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max
3a

sub
and thisis equivalent
to the unconstrained
problem:

max
3b

Elton and Gruber [3] prove that in this case the not
normalized optimal percentageinvested in asset i (zi)can be
obtainedfrom equation4:
4
From 4 they derive:

5

and normalizing zi they obtain the optimal percentage

The sign of zi (and of xi) depends on the sign of the
difference:
6
Thus, considering
only assetswith positive
betas, assets for
which the excessreturnto beta is greaterthan the cut-off
rateC*
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this ratio (Eihave positive percentages and assets for which
Ε0/β iM) is negative are sold short.When the cut-offrate C* is
found it is simple to determine the optimal solution.
C* may be rewritten in the following way (which is not
usefulto compute C*):

7

where p is the optimal portfolio
and
Thus assets (with positivebetas) have positivepercentages xi’sif
in the opinion of the decisionmaker they have an expected excess
return Ei-E0 higher than the theoretical
expected excess return ( βip
(Ep-E0)), that is the expected excess return on the securitybased
only on its relationship
to the optimal portfolio(Elton,Gruber and
Padberg [6]):

(*) equation
7 may be rewritten
in the following
way:

that is

On theotherhand we know from equation
4t h a t

also

know thatthe relationship
betweenthe optimalpercentages
Zj and Xj is:

Thus, we have:

This means that
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8
The right-handside may be considered as a “theoretical
expected
excess return” if we relate this expression to the right-hand side
of the CAPM
equilibrium equation
independently developed by Lintner, Mossin and Sharpe [11]):in
equilibriumthe optimal portfoliowill be the market portfolioand
all risky assetswill have an expected excess return Ei-E0 equal to
the equilibriumexpected excess return,that is β iM (EM-E0). Now
there are no equilibrium hypotheses, so the investor refers only
to his optimal portfolio p. Moreover his expectations on an
individualsecuritymay differfrom the expectationsbased on the
relationshipbetween the security and his optimal portfolio.

3. The algorithm using single index model and introducing a
market security(SIM-MS). The case with short sales allowed
Asset (n+1) is a market security M, that is a market portfolio
or a portfoliowith volatility
β n+1,M= 1 and residualvariance

Moreover it is assumed that all n individual risky assets
satisfythe SIM hypotheses with respect to the market securityM
(see also paragraph 1).
Applying equation 4 to assetn+1, we have:

9
that is, being β n+1,M =1:

10
Substituting
this expression in equation 4, we obtain:

11

The cut-off rate C*’ in this case is equal to the expected
excess return on the market EM-E0.
From equation 10 we can get:
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12
This means that we compute the market portfolio’s
percentage z’n+1 after the other percentages.
In a way similar to that presented in paragraph 2, asset i
(with positive beta) has a positive percentage x’i if:
13
Now

the theoreticalexpected excess return is

instead of
In these assumptions it seems easier explaining the meaning
of equation 13: the equation y= β iM (EM-E0) is the securitymarket
line that is the line where all financialassets are positioned in
equilibrium (in equilibrium
forevery i and all
assets must have Z’i=0).However in general assets are positioned
above or below the equilibrium line: it is convenient to buy assets
above the line and sell short assets below the line.

4. Relationshipbetween SIM case and SIM-MS

case

There is an exact relationship between the percentage z’i
obtained in SIM-MS case and the zi obtained in SIM case. If we
callk the ratiobetween the cut-offratesC*’ and C*:

14

thatis C*’ = kC*, we can rewritezi and z’iin the followingway:

15

Thus the relationship
between Z’i and zi is:
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16
This means that in SIM case the sign of xi depends
equation 8 while in SIM-MS case it depends on equation 17:

on

17
If k=1 the optimal solution (the set of percentages)is the
same in SIM case and in SIM-MS case; if k<1 assets with positive
percentages in SIM case are more than those in SIM-MS case (vice
versa if k>1).
We wish to find a rule to establishwhen k is equal, lower or
greater than 1. With this aim the difference C*’ - C* may be
writtenin the following way:

18

From 18 we obtain:

19

Thus if the percentage of the market securityz’n+1is equal to zero
then k=1; if thatpercentageis lower than zero then C*’ < C* thatis
k<1 (vice versa if z’n+1 is greater than zero).
After all, obviously, the differentresults obtained in SIM
case and in SIM-MS
depends only on the percentage of the new
asset n+1 (the market security)in the second case; however, it is
interesting
to note that the optimal percentage zi obtained in SIM
case is the sum of the optimal percentage z’iobtained in SIM-MS
case and ofh z’n+1, where h depends only on the parameters
involved in the model:
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20

where

5. The algorithmunder SIM or SIM-MS disallowing
short sales
Elton and Gruber [3] demonstrate that in SIM case the
percentagezi can be obtainedin the followingway:
21

where h is the assets’
number of the optimal portfolio
and the
cut-off
rateC*his givenby:

22

In practice
it is simple to find assets included in the optimal
portfolio:
they are ranked by their excess return to beta (EiE0)/ b iM(descending
orderif b iM is positive).
Then C*h is computed
for h=1, 2, . . . and so on. The procedure stops when for all assets
from 1 to h itis verified
that(Ei-E0)/ b iM
> C*h and for all assets
from h+1 to n itis verified
that(Ei-E0)/ b<
iMC*h.Computing C*h is
simplified
thanks to the fact that the optimal cut-off rate is the
maximum value of C*h if we compute it for every h from 1 to N
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(Cheung,

Kwan, Yip [2]; Kwan [9]). This means that C*h is always

higher than the cut-off rate C* computed with short sales allowed.
The idea is always the same: assets have positive percentages if
Ei-E0 is greater than
(where ph is the optimal portfolio
in this situation).
In SIM-MS case the optimal portfolio is composed by the
same assets with positive percentages in the case with short sales
allowed because C*’ is a constant with respect to the number of
assets considered.
The only change is due to the change in the
normalization
factor.
Now, considering
the relationship
between SIM case and
SIM-MS case, we can start from the relationship between C* and
C*’. The possibilities are C*=C*’ or C*<C*’ (we exclude C*>C*’ because
this means z’n+1<0 and now short sales are not allowed).
When C*=C*’ we have z’n+1 = 0 thus C*h≥ C*; this means that the
number of assets in SIM case is not greater than that in SIM-MS
case.
When C* < C*’, we consider the equation:
23

from 23 we derive:

24

Thus we have C*’ < C*hif it is:

25
In this case (disallowing
short sales) we were
find an explicit relationship between zi and z’i.
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not able to

6. A numerical example
We must underline that the example is useful only to show
(from a numerical and graphic viewpoint) how the algorithm
works: this is because we have not verified the consistency of
data with the theoretical
hypotheses of SIM-MS model.
We
considered weekly
returns (logarithms of price
relatives)of 138 assets quoted on Milan Stock Exchange during
1989. The returns on the market securityare returns on Comit, a
global market index.
The

parameters

b

i

and

were

obtained

by

a

linear

regression between returns on individual assets and returns on
Comit index. Expected returns are arithmetical means of returns.
The return on a risklessasset is return on government bonds.
The resultsobtained are very similar;in fact k @ 1.111 (C*’
@ 0.000933, C* @ 0.000840) In SIM case assets with positive
percentages are 85; in SIM-MS
case they are 84 (obviously 84
assets are the same in any case).
The reported graphics 1 and 2 clarifythe meaning of the
algorithm:
SIM - short sales

graphic 1
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SIM-MS - short sales

graphic

2

Disallowing
short sales, in SIM case the optimal portfolio
(graphic 3) is composed by 16 assets while in SIM-MS case it is
composed by 84 assets (graphic 2). In fact in SIM case the cut-off
rate is very high (C*h ≅ 0.00978, while C*’ ≅
4 C*h is reported

for h from 1 to 138.

SIM - no short sales

graphic
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3

0.000933).

In graphic

graphic 4
Conclusions
There is an exact relationship
between the optimal portfolios
obtained using Elton, Gruber and Padberg’s algorithm under the
single index model or under the single index model with the
introduction of a market security. In fact there is a linear
relationshipbetween the unnormalized percentage iZ obtained in
the SIM case and the percentageZ’
i obtained in SIM-MS case:iZ is
the sum of Z’i and of η nz’n+1 ,
where n
depends on parameters
involved in the algorithm and z’
is the market security’s
n+1
percentage. It is not surprisingthat the differences between z
i
and z’i depends on the percentage z’n+1 of the new asset;however
it is interesting to note that there is an functional relationship
between percentages.Moreover, in the second case it seems
easier to understand the economical meaning of the algorithm.
must underline that the results can be
Anyway,
we
considerably different disallowing short sales.
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